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Evaluating ELL Teacher
Effectiveness Using Value-Added
Models and ACCESS for ELLs®
Issues and Caveats

Introduction
Recently there has been a large increase in studies
that discuss the role and contribution of teachers
on student achievement and growth. Advances in
statistical methods and computing capacity enable
researchers to identify the determinants of student
achievement and growth, taking into account
district-, school- and student–specific information
that previously precluded valid and reliable “applesto-apples” comparisons.
These new methods, termed Value-Added Models1
(VAMs) are a clear improvement over:
1.

status test-score comparisons that compare
teacher A’s student scores to teacher B’s student
scores (across-classroom),

2.

progress measures that compare teacher A’s
student scores in year 1 to teacher A’s student
scores in year 2, the following school year;
(across-year), and

3.

growth measures that compare the student
scores in year 2 to the same students’ scores
when they were in an earlier grade in year 1
(across classroom and year).

Despite the higher degree of sophistication, VAMs face serious
statistical challenges, especially in the context of their applications
to evaluate individual teacher effects. Two issues of major concern
addressed here are small samples sizes and attribution of teacher
effects.
While these issues generally surface when analyzing all K-12
students growth data, the problems with precision become even
more apparent when attempting to evaluate teacher effects on ELL
students’ achievement and growth.

Small samples
In contrast to accountability based on school, district, and state
assessment aggregations of student outcomes, the calculation of
a teacher’s contribution to students’ test scores will be based on
much smaller numbers of students, which may lead to dramatic
year-to-year fluctuations especially for teachers of ELLs. Even the
most sophisticated VAM will generate estimates of teacher quality
that vary considerably from one year to the next. This is clearly an
attribute of the methodology and data rather than fluctuating teacher
quality. This shortcoming is even more challenge when we consider
the much smaller numbers of ELLs in classes for the vast majority of
WIDA states and districts.

1 While technically incorrect, growth percentiles are also defined here as value-added models.

Attribution
No single teacher can be unequivocally credited (blamed) for the success
(failure) of students. Even when data quality allows for matching a group
of students (a cohort or a classroom) with a single teacher for a certain time
period, it is unrealistic to assume that other teachers or school staff, who
interacted with these students on a daily basis, had no influence on students’
learning. Furthermore, since students get assigned different teachers as they
progress through grades and levels, it is impossible to reliably calculate the
“carryover effect” from prior years’ teachers. While the flexible structure of a
VAM model allows including multiple teacher effects and conditioning student
outcomes on previous achievement, introducing additional layers of complexity
increases the burden on necessary assumptions, and more importantly, the
requirements on data quality.

“VAM estimates of teacher
effectiveness should not be used
to make operational decisions
because such estimates are far too
unstable to be considered fair or
reliable.”
—The Board on Testing and
Assessment of the National
Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences

Data quality makes the issue of attribution perhaps the most troublesome with
ELLs given the structure of language program services and teacher support.

Conclusion
Based on these, and other methodological and data-related issues, the research community cautions against heavy reliance on student test
scores for high-stakes decisions. For example, the Board on Testing and Assessment of the National Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences states that “VAM estimates of teacher effectiveness should not be used to make operational decisions because such
estimates are far too unstable to be considered fair or reliable.” A review of VAM research from the Educational Testing Service’s Policy
Information Center similarly concluded, “VAM results should not serve as the sole or principal basis for making consequential decisions
about teachers. There are many pitfalls to making causal attributions of teacher effectiveness on the basis of the kinds of data available from
typical school districts.” Finally, the RAND Corporation reports that “the research base is currently insufficient to support the use of VAMs
for high-stakes decisions about individual teachers or schools.” If state policy requires the use of ACCESS for ELLs® test scores for teacher
accountability, the proportion that such scores be used should be small, e.g., teacher observations, portfolios of student work.
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